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Abstract: Yunnan Province in Southwest China is vulnerable to droughts due to its distinctive
topography and local climate. Spring drought in Yunnan (SDY), which accounts for 70% of all
drought events, causes the most severe devastation. By examining the variation characteristics of
droughts in Yunnan from 1961 to 2020 in terms of the standardized precipitation evapotranspiration
index (SPEI), this present study shows that droughts in Yunnan have worsened in the past 60 years
on different timescales. Especially, the SDY exhibits notable interannual and interdecadal variations,
with no significant long-term trend, although the spring average regional temperatures have risen
at a rate of 0.33 ◦C/10a since 1961. Here, in order to quantify the contribution of the precipitation
and temperature, the two main meteorological impact factors, to the SDY under the exacerbation
of climate warming, the statistical analyses reveal that precipitation plays a more crucial role than
temperature in interannual and interdecadal SDY variations. Further, a diagnostic analysis of the
moisture budget equation indicates that suppressed vertical moisture advection is the most important
physical process affecting the reduced rainfall amount in spring, followed by the restricted horizontal
water vapor transport. Meanwhile, the weak Bay of Bengal (BOB) summer monsoon, which is likely
regulated by El Niño-like sea surface temperature anomalies (SSTAs) in spring, is closely linked with
the SDY. This mechanism provides the possibility of SDY predictability on a seasonal scale.

Keywords: the spring drought of Yunnan; moisture budget; global warming; Bay of Bengal summer
monsoon; ENSO

1. Introduction

The IPCC-AR6 states that the rate of increase in global surface temperatures since
1970 is obviously faster than that in any other 50-year period during the past 2000 years
(high confidence), and the warming over land is greater than the global average [1]. Under
continuous and rapid global warming, the frequency and intensity of extreme weather
and climate events with devastating impacts (e.g., heavy precipitation, river floods, heat
waves, tropical cyclones, severe storms, and droughts) have globally increased since the
1950s [2–4]. Among these weather-related natural disasters, droughts can have serious
adverse impacts on the ecological environment and agricultural production, cause huge
economic losses on both global and regional scales, and even cause regional conflicts [5–7].

In the Yunnan Province of China, although the average annual precipitation in this
region is more than 1100 mm, the region is vulnerable to drought disasters due to its unique
topography and landforms [8]. For instance, a severe drought occurred in Yunnan during
the spring of 2005 [9,10]. In 2010, Yunnan suffered from a once-in-a-century severe spring
drought, leaving more than 7 million people without adequate drinking water [11,12].
From spring to summer of 2019, an extremely rare drought with a rainfall deficiency and
high temperatures hit Yunnan. This drought event seriously disrupted water supplies
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and agriculture and caused economic losses totaling more than those of the previous five
years [13].

As one of the most serious disasters affecting human society, the definition of drought
varies in different discipline specialties. According to the American Meteorological Society,
drought can be classified into meteorological drought, agricultural drought, hydrologi-
cal drought, and socioeconomic drought [14]. Among them, water shortage is basic to
drought [7,15], and meteorological drought is the foundation for the occurrence of the other
three types of drought. Meteorological drought refers to the water shortage phenomenon
caused by the imbalance between the income and expenditure of evaporation and precip-
itation in a certain period, with water expenditure exceeding water income [16]. Many
meteorological drought indexes are used to evaluate the frequency, intensity, and duration
of drought [16–20]. However, because of the regional difference in weather and climate,
the regional applicability of the drought index needs to be considered in drought analyses.
For example, Li et al. [21] revealed that the standardized precipitation evapotranspiration
index (SPEI) is more applicable to the drought in Southwest China than the comprehensive
meteorological drought index (Ci) [22]. Previous studies have shown that droughts in Yun-
nan exhibit significant variation characteristics on multiple timescales. Based on the SPEI
analysis, Huang et al. [23] found that the frequency and intensity of droughts in Southwest
China have obviously increased in the past 50 years, especially in the Yunnan area. In
addition to the obvious increasing trend variation, droughts in Yunnan exhibited notable
interdecadal, interannual, and seasonal variations [20]. The reason for the obvious seasonal
variation is the excessive concentration of dry and wet seasons in Yunnan. Furthermore,
the occurrence of the spring (March–April–May) drought in Yunnan (SDY), which causes
the most serious devastation, accounts for 70% of all drought events [24–27]. Therefore,
analyzing the characteristics and causes of the SDY is important for drought prediction
and warning.

For the occurrence and development of drought, precipitation is certainly the most
essential of all these linked meteorological elements. A cumulative precipitation deficiency
causes severe droughts in Yunnan, such as those that occurred in 2005 and 2010. Meanwhile,
the temperature, which is used for calculating the potential evapotranspiration (PET), also
plays a major role in drought. Yao et al. [28] found that increasing temperature is the
main factor influencing the occurrence of drought disasters in Southwest China. Notably,
numerous studies have revealed that the frequency, duration, and cumulative intensity
of extreme drought events in Yunnan Province have significantly increased since the 21st
century with the background of global warming [28–31]. Previous reports have shown
that with global warming, the precipitation in Yunnan decreases, and the intensity and
frequency of high temperature and drought events tend to increase [32,33]. Especially
in the 21st century, the general decrease in the annual precipitation and the obvious
warming in Yunnan Province have led to a further intensification of drought events [34,35].
Furthermore, Yunnan has recently experienced more frequent extreme heat events in spring
and summer [10,36], and long, persistent heat waves hit Yunnan from April to June 2019,
together with severe drought disasters in some areas [37]. In addition, the results of a
model simulation suggested that climate change would exacerbate droughts in Yunnan in
the future [19]. Therefore, it is necessary to study how droughts in Yunnan Province have
responded to global warming, as this information is crucial for regional drought forecasting
and early warning.

Previous studies have discussed the typical atmospheric circulations associated with
severe drought events in Yunnan. Due to the seasonal variation of atmospheric circula-
tion, the factors affecting droughts in Yunnan are different among seasons. For the winter
droughts in Yunnan, the westward and stronger Western Pacific Subtropical High (WPSH),
the mid-latitude westerlies anomalies, the weaker Southern Trough, and the North Atlantic
Oscillation (NAO) are mainly impact factors [11,12]. In addition, the ENSO, as the most
notable external forcing factor, has an important effect on the formation of droughts by
regulating the anomalies of atmospheric circulations [38–41]. Although some studies have
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discussed the influence of the El Niño on these above atmospheric circulations associated
with the climate anomalies in Yunnan [42,43], others disputed that these anomalous at-
mospheric circulations are not forced by El Niño [44] but by La Niña [45]. Further, the
different types of ENSO events also have different effects on precipitation and temperature
anomalies in Yunnan [46]. In addition to the above factors, the weaker tropical convective
activity and the later onset of a weaker Bay of Bengal (BOB) summer monsoon are more im-
portant influencing factors for summer droughts in Yunnan [47]. However, as a transitional
season, the occurrence of droughts in spring is usually considered to be the continuation
of the previous winter droughts or the beginning of the following summer droughts. In
recent years, the analysis of individual cases of spring droughts is increasing gradually. Liu
et al. [9,10] suggested that the stronger WPSH with a westward and southward location
plays an important role in the spring drought of 2005. In addition to the stronger WPSH,
the anomalous anticyclonic in the BOB also affects the anomalous spring precipitation in
Yunnan by hindering water vapor transport and strengthening the local descending mo-
tion [37]. The results of Ma et al. [43] revealed that the significant anomalous anticyclone in
the upper troposphere over Yunnan and the increased solar radiation reaching the ground
were the notable causes for the extreme spring drought event in 2019. Nonetheless, the
general analysis of the major atmospheric circulation factors affecting the SDY and their
physical mechanisms remain unclear.

Despite significant advances in our understanding of the causes of SDY, there are still
some aspects that need to be further confirmed. For the Yunnan region, most researchers
have focused on the causes of individual drought events in spring and have rarely studied
the relative contribution of meteorological factors (e.g., precipitation and temperature) to
spring droughts nor their leading impact factors and physical mechanisms. Therefore,
this study aims to study the variation characteristics, direct impact factors, and physical
mechanisms of SDY with the background of global warming by (1) analyzing the variation
characteristics of droughts in Yunnan with the SPEI, (2) investigating the contributions
of precipitation and temperature to the SDY, (3) diagnosing the physical processes of the
moisture budget equation and associated atmospheric circulations, and (4) discussing the
foundation and possible external forcing of the SDY. The article is organized as follows:
Section 2 introduces the data and methods applied. Section 3 analyzes the variation
characteristics of droughts in Yunnan and discusses the contributions of precipitation
and temperature to the SDY. The diagnostic results of the moisture budget equation and
associated atmospheric circulations are also revealed in Section 3. Sections 4 and 5 provide
the discussion and conclusion, respectively. This study can provide reliable and scientific
theoretical support to better understand and forecast the evolution of dry conditions in
spring over Yunnan with the background of global warming.

2. Data and Methodology
2.1. Study Area

Yunnan Province (21◦ N–30◦ N, 97◦ E–107◦ E) is located on the Yunnan–Guizhou
Plateau to the southeast of the Tibetan Plateau in Southwest China (Figure 1) in the junc-
tion of East Asian monsoon and South Asian monsoon. The climate in Yunnan is greatly
influenced by its geographic location and diverse landform and topographical features.
Thus, it is significantly different from other regions at the same latitudes. As its altitude
descends in a stepwise pattern from northwest to southeast, the temporal and spatial
distributions of droughts in Yunnan are nonuniform [48]. The annual cumulative precipita-
tion is between 550 and 2350 mm, and the precipitation shows a decreasing pattern from
southwest to northeast (Figure 2a). The bar chart in Figure 2a shows that the heaviest
rainfall amounts are concentrated in summer (from June to August), and the dry period
with less than 30 mm/month of precipitation is from November to April. In spring, as
the area experiences a transition between the dry and wet seasons, the climatological
precipitation is approximately 60 mm/month with the greatest variance in May, indicating
that the precipitation variability in May dominates the spring rainfall. The average annual
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temperature is 6–25 ◦C, with little interannual variation (bar chart in Figure 2b). Due to the
influence of its topography, the annual mean temperature is lower in northwestern Yunnan,
followed by central and eastern Yunnan, and the highest is in western and southwestern
Yunnan (Figure 2b).
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Figure 1. Geographical location and topographic elevation (m) of Yunnan.

2.2. Observation and Reanalysis Datasets and Statistical Methods

The monthly cumulative precipitation and the mean temperature at 83 in situ sta-
tions in Yunnan (shown in Figure 2a,b) are obtained from the National Meteorological
Information Center of the China Meteorological Administration (CMA). The daily mean
atmospheric field datasets, gridded to a 2.5◦ × 2.5◦ horizontal resolution on standard
pressure surfaces, are from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction Reanalysis I
(NCEP I) [49]. The monthly mean sea surface temperature (SST) with a horizontal resolu-
tion of 1.0◦ × 1.0◦ is derived from the Hadley Centre Sea Ice and Sea Surface Temperature
(HadISST) dataset [50]. The study period is from January 1961 to December 2020, and
anomalies of all variables are derived by subtracting the climatological mean of 30 years
(1991–2020).

To separate the interdecadal and interannual components, the variations in all exam-
ined variables on the interdecadal timescale are calculated using a 13-year moving average
from the original datasets. Then, the interannual variations are extracted by subtracting the
interdecadal variations from the original datasets. Linear regression analysis is employed
to determine the relative contributions of temperature and precipitation anomalies to the
SDY. A composite analysis is also applied to clarify the common atmospheric circulation
associated with the SDY, and statistical significance is assessed using Student’s t-test.
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Figure 2. The spatial distribution of the climatological annual cumulative precipitation (a) and
annual average temperature (b) at 83 in situ stations in Yunnan and the annual cycle of climatology
(1991–2020) and variance (1991–2020) of the area-averaged cumulative precipitation (bar chart of (a))
and average temperature (bar chart of (b)) in Yunnan.

2.3. Meteorological Drought Index

According to the analysis of the regional adaptability of the drought indices, the
SPEI has a better applicability in the humid zone of China, especially in Southwest
China [17,51,52]. The SPEI is constructed from the SPI index by introducing a PET
term. Generally, the PET can be calculated based on the Thornthwaite method and the
Penman–Monteith method [53–56]. Following the Thornthwaite method [57], the PET can
be calculated in terms of temperature, while the Penman–Monteith method considers not
only the temperature but also the wind speed, water vapor pressure, net radiation, and
soil heat flux [58]. According to [59], the SPEI index based on these two algorithms has
good applicability in drought assessment over the Yunnan region. In this study, we focus
on the contribution of precipitation and temperature to the SDY, especially the influence of
the increasing temperature with the background of global warming. Therefore, the PET
here is calculated based on the Thornthwaite method. The specific calculation procedure is
described by Vincente Serrano [52]. The SPEI has multitemporal scale characteristics and
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considers the influence of temperature change on dry/wet variations. In this study, SPEI
values of 3, 6, and 12 months, which represent drought variations on seasonal, semiannual,
and annual timescales, respectively, are calculated from 1961 to 2020. According to the SPEI
values, the drought grades are divided as shown in Table 1. In general, positive (negative)
values indicate wet (dry) conditions.

Table 1. Standardized precipitation evapotranspiration index (SPEI) drought classification criteria.

Drought Grade SPEI

Wet 0.5 < SPEI
No drought −0.5 < SPEI ≤ 0.5

Light drought −1.0 < SPEI ≤ −0.5
Moderate drought −1.5 < SPEI ≤ −1.0

Severe drought −2.0 < SPEI ≤ −1.5
Extreme drought SPEI ≤ −2.0

2.4. Diagnosis of the P-E Equation

In this paper, a vertically integrated moisture budget equation [60], which is widely
applied in diagnosing the physical processes of precipitation [61–63], is used to identify
specific processes that cause moisture budget anomalies in spring drought years in Yunnan.
The daily value of each term in the P-E equation is calculated based on the daily datasets
from 1961 to 2020. Then, the seasonal average for each term of the P-E equation is cal-
culated based on the average of daily values. Anomalies are derived by subtracting the
climatological mean of 30 years (1991–2020).

P− E = − 1
g

∫ PT

PS

(
∂q
∂t

)
dp− 1

g

∫ PT

PS

(→
Vh ×∇hq

)
dp− 1

g

∫ PT

PS

(
ω

∂q
∂p

)
dp + res, (1)

where P is the precipitation, E is the surface evaporation, g is the acceleration of gravity, and
PS and PT are the integration limits at the Earth’s surface and atmospheric top, respectively.
Generally, the values of P-E can be used to represent dry/wet conditions, with positive
(negative) values indicating wet (drought) conditions. The first term of the right side of
Equation (1) is the moisture variation term with time, which can be approximated as zero
under climatic conditions, the second term represents the moisture horizontal advection
caused by horizontal motion, and the third term indicates the moisture vertical advection
caused by low-level convergence and vertical motion. These three terms in the equation
are vertically integrated from the PS layer (surface pressure) to 300 hPa. The residual term
in Equation (1), which includes a nonlinear term and transient eddies, can be ignored [64].

3. Results
3.1. Variation Characteristics of Droughts in Yunnan

The SPEI can be used to describe the dry/wet conditions of Yunnan on multiple
time scales. Based on the observed monthly precipitation and temperature datasets from
1961 to 2020, we analyzed the variation characteristics of SPEI values at 3-month (SPEI-3),
6-month (SPEI-6), and 12-month (SPEI-12) timescales (Figure 3a–c), which represent the
drought variation characteristics at the seasonal scale, semiannual scale, and annual scale,
respectively. As shown in Figure 3, the SPEI at multiple timescales exhibits significant
decreasing trend variations. The SPEI-3 shows a significantly decreasing trend at a 99%
confidence level (R = 0.26), and both the SPEI-6 and SPEI-12 present decreasing trends at
a 99.9% confidence level with R = 0.35 and R = 0.47, respectively. Since the 21st century,
the frequency and amplitude of negative SPEI values have notably increased, indicating
that the frequency and intensity of droughts in this period are higher than those in the
past. Meanwhile, the shorter the timescale, the higher the amplitude and frequency of
alternation of the SPEI.
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Since severe drought events frequently occur on the seasonal timescale, the variation
characteristics of dry/wet conditions across the four seasons in Yunnan were further
analyzed below. Figure 4 depicts the variations of the SPEI-3 values on interdecadal and
interannual timescales for each season. There are significant decreasing trends in summer
and autumn droughts at a 99% confidence level (R = 0.43, R = 0.40) (Figure 4b,c), while
there are no significant decreasing trends in spring and winter droughts (Figure 4a,d),
which is different from the results of Yang et al. [20]. This is probably because their
conclusions were not tested for significance. Moreover, droughts in four seasons show
notable interdecadal and interannual variations, with obvious phase differences. Around
2000, the SPEI of summer, autumn, and winter shift to a negative phase of interdecadal
variation and turned from negative to positive recently (Figure 4b–d). The spring SPEI, on
the other hand, turns into a negative phase around 2009 and lasts (Figure 4a). Compared
with other seasons, the frequency and severity of droughts are highest in spring. For
example, moderate to severe spring droughts occurred in 1963, 1969, 1979, 1987, 2014, and
2019, with corresponding SPEI-3 values of −1.09, −1.39, −1.23, −1.01, −1.42, and −1.66,
respectively (Figure 4a). Among them, droughts also occurred in the previous winters of
1963, 1969, and 1979, whereas the previous winter of 2019 was wet, followed by a severe
spring drought (Figure 4d).
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To better understand the causes of the SDY, we further analyzed the spring SPEI-3
values on interdecadal and interannual timescales with timescale separation. Figure 5a
shows that the interdecadal variation (blue line) in spring dry/wet conditions accounts
for 11% of the total variance. The notably wet spring periods indicated by positive spring
SPEI-3 values are in the 1970s, the 1990s, and the first decade of the 21st century, while dry
spring periods with negative spring SPEI-3 values occur in the 1960s and after 2008. The
interannual variation (red line) in spring dry/wet conditions is more significant (accounting
for 87% of the total variance), and spring drought events occur in both the wet and dry
periods. Meanwhile, as the key drivers of meteorological drought formation, the varia-
tion characteristics of precipitation and temperature were also analyzed on interdecadal
and interannual timescales. Figure 5b shows that spring precipitation exhibits a weak
increasing trend (black line). Its interdecadal and interannual variations are similar to
those of the spring SPEI-3, and it has a significant interannual variation accounting for
84% of the total variance. However, unlike the spring SPEI-3 and precipitation, the spring
temperature shows a significant increasing trend at a 99% confidence level (Figure 5c). On
the interdecadal timescale, the spring temperature enters a negative phase in the 1960s and
transitions to a positive phase at the end of the 1990s. Although its interannual variation is
not as significant as that of precipitation, it still accounts for 64% of the total variance.

Based on their trend variations, the spring droughts seem to be unrelated to the sig-
nificantly increasing temperature trend, suggesting that the spring droughts are relatively
unaffected by global warming. To measure the extent of precipitation and temperature
effects on spring droughts in Yunnan, multiple linear regression analysis was conducted on
interdecadal and interannual variables. The standardized regression coefficients calculated
using this method can be used to determine the most influential variables [65]. Table 2
shows that the standardized regression coefficients of spring precipitation and SPEI-3 are
0.22 on the interdecadal timescale and 0.56 on the interannual timescale, while those of
temperature and SPEI-3 are −0.09 and −0.17, respectively. The above analyses indicate
that the impact of precipitation is more significant than that of temperature on spring
dry/wet conditions over Yunnan, especially on the interannual timescale (significant at the
99% confidence level), illustrating that precipitation is the most effective variable affecting
the development of spring droughts in Yunnan. As the spring droughts in Yunnan are
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significantly dominated by interannual variation, and the influence of precipitation on
these droughts is mainly on the interannual timescale, the following analyses focus only on
the interannual variations.
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ized cumulative precipitation, and (c) mean temperature anomalies in spring from 1961 to 2020. (Blue
dotted line: interdecadal component of SPEI-3, precipitation, and air temperature; red dotted line:
interannual component of SPEI-3, precipitation, and air temperature).

Table 2. Standardized regression coefficients of the SPEI with precipitation and air temperature
in spring.

SPEI-3 (MAM) Precipitation Temperature

ID 0.22 −0.09
IA 0.56 * −0.17

* a = 0.01.

The spatial patterns of the precipitation and temperature contributions to SPEI-3 on
the interannual timescale are displayed in Figure 6. The contributions of precipitation and
temperature to the spring SPEI-3 can be represented by the standardized regression coef-
ficients of the multiple linear regression [65,66]. As shown in Figure 6a, the precipitation
standardized regression coefficients are greater than 0.8 at most stations, excluding a few
stations in central Yunnan. In southern and western Yunnan, the temperature standardized
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regression coefficients are greater than −0.15, and those of other stations are between −0.15
and −0.25 (Figure 6b). It should be noted that the standardized regression coefficient of
temperature at the Fu-gong station, which is located in northwestern Yunnan, is higher
than that of precipitation. This may be related to the local climate characteristic of abun-
dant spring precipitation in this region, which leads to the low sensitivity of SPEI-3 to
precipitation [66]. Furthermore, the topographic characteristics of Yunnan play an impor-
tant role in the magnitude of the contribution of precipitation. The contribution values
of precipitation in the southern region (low altitude) are generally higher than those in
the northern region (high altitude), while the contribution of temperature is smaller in
low-altitude regions, such as western and southern Yunnan. The uneven distributions of
the standardized regression coefficients further indicate the diversity and complexity of the
causes of the SDY.
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The above analyses show that SDY has significant interannual variation characteristics,
with high frequency and intensity, that are more dependent on spring rainfall. Therefore, we
focused on the physical processes that contribute to the interannual precipitation anomalies
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in terms of the water vapor budget equation and analyzed the characteristics of atmospheric
circulations of the above spring drought years (1963, 1969, 1979, 1987, 2014, 2019).

3.2. Analysis of the Physical Mechanism of Spring Precipitation Anomaly

Adequate moisture and ascending motion are essential requirements for rainfall
formation [67]. A vertically integrated moisture budget was diagnosed to identify the
specific physical processes that cause the interannual precipitation anomalies in the spring
drought years in Yunnan. As shown in Figure 7a, the horizontal moisture advection term
shows a negative value over most areas of Yunnan, which indicates that the water vapor
entering Yunnan from the horizontal direction is notably less than normal. In Figure 7b, the
significant negative vertical moisture advection illustrates that the suppressed ascending
motion, which is unfavorable for precipitation, is mainly located in Yunnan, the BOB, and
the South China Sea (SCS) and its surrounding areas. In addition, a positive q tendency
exceeding the 95% confidence level covers the region from the east coast of the Arabian
Sea to the Yunnan area, with the center located in the northern BOB (Figure 7c). The
order of magnitude of the q tendency is much smaller than those of the horizontal and
vertical moisture advection; thus, its contribution can be ignored. As the terms of both the
horizontal and vertical moisture advection contribute negatively to the spring precipitation
in Yunnan, their contributions are quantified by calculating the regional average values. As
shown in Figure 7d, the regional average values of the horizontal and vertical moisture
advection in Yunnan are −0.24 kg/(m2 × day) and −0.93 kg/(m2 × day), respectively,
which indicates that the suppressed vertical moisture advection is mainly responsible for
the spring precipitation shortage in Yunnan.
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3 integral layers affected by topography (black dots in the graph indicate significance at a 95% level,
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The above diagnostic analysis of the moisture budget equation indicates that the
suppressed vertical moisture advection plays the most important role in the precipitation
deficit; in addition, the reduced horizontal water vapor transport is also a crucial physical
process causing the shortage of rainfall. The characteristics of interannual atmospheric
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circulation anomalies associated with the abnormal moisture budget are further revealed
through the composite analysis of the 6 spring drought years above. As shown in Figure 8,
at 200 hPa (Figure 8a), negative geopotential height anomalies cover the middle-high
latitudes of East Asia, while positive geopotential height anomalies dominate most of
China, including the Yunnan area. In addition, a negative center is located in South Asia,
which indicates that the South Asia High (SAH) is weaker than normal. Previous studies
have documented that the SAH is highly correlated with moisture transport from the BOB
to the subtropical continent [68] and rainfall in Yunnan [69,70]. At 500 hPa, the Yunnan
area is controlled by positive geopotential height anomalies and a significant descending
motion (Figure 8b), which suppress the local ascending motion of convergence, favoring
precipitation. Moreover, in the lower troposphere at 700 hPa, westerly and northwesterly
winds prevail over Yunnan with a significant divergence (Figure 8c). The vertical pattern of
atmospheric circulations in the troposphere, with a divergence in the lower troposphere and
descending motion in the middle and upper troposphere, is unfavorable for the formation of
rainfall. From the perspective of the horizontal water vapor transport anomalies (Figure 8d),
Yunnan is a water vapor divergence area controlled by abnormal cyclonic circulation. In
the eastern BOB, the anomalous northeasterly wind replaces the original southwesterly
wind, and no southwesterly wind carries sufficient water vapor to enter Yunnan from the
BOB. It has been noted that the water vapor in Yunnan mainly comes from the BOB [43].
Generally, the BOB summer monsoon breaks around late April to early May, with stronger
southwesterly winds carrying abundant water vapor [71]. Figure 8d depicts a similar
water vapor transport characteristic to that of the weak BOB monsoon. Therefore, the local
descending motion and less water vapor transport are the direct impact factors contributing
to the spring rainfall deficit.
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4. Discussion

In contrast to the humid regions of China at the same latitude, Yunnan presents a
unique subtropical plateau monsoon climate and is vulnerable to droughts. The region
on which we focused in this study exhibits distinct wet and dry seasons, with the great-
est precipitation in summer. Under the continuous and rapid global warming over the
past 60 years, analyses of the SPEI drought index on multiple timescales illustrate that
droughts in Yunnan are worsening, which is consistent with the findings of previous
studies [18,24,25,72]. The response of droughts to global warming is remarkably complex,
mainly because almost all factors affecting drought formation and development will re-
spond to climate warming and even have chain reactions. For instance, precipitation, as
the most crucial factor in drought formation, does not show a clear trend with tempera-
ture changes but has disparate responses to global warming across different places and
periods [73]. Here, the SPEI-3 analysis reveals that the variation in droughts in Yunnan is
distinct in different seasons. Droughts in summer and autumn show significant increas-
ing trends, while droughts in spring have the highest frequency but show no obvious
trend variation and depend more on precipitation anomalies on the interdecadal and
interannual timescales.

Complex variations in droughts in Yunnan can be seen. In spring, drought events are
most likely to occur, mainly due to the reduced rainfall. Previous studies have discussed
the typical atmospheric circulations associated with spring rainfall deficit in Yunnan,
including a stronger Western Pacific Subtropical High (WPSH) with a western and southern
location [10], an anomalous anticyclonic in the BOB [37], a later onset of and a weaker
Asia summer monsoon [74], and anomalous atmospheric circulations in mid-high latitudes,
such as the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) [11,12] and Arctic Oscillation (AO) [42]. In
this study, we further diagnosed the physical process that directly contributes to the below-
normal spring precipitation on the interannual timescale. The results show that under the
influence of the local high pressure and anomalous northeasterly wind in the BOB, the
Yunnan area is dominated by a strong descending motion and water vapor divergence,
which result in notable reductions in terms of vertical and horizontal moisture advection in
the P-E equation, leading to the spring rainfall deficit. Generally, after the onset of the BOB
summer monsoon, a southwesterly wind prevailing over the BOB enters the Yunnan area in
May. The strong southwesterly wind not only brings abundant water vapor to Yunnan but
also enhances the local convergence, which is conducive to precipitation [75–78]. Moreover,
according to the definitions in Xing et al. [77], the onset pentad and intensity of the BOB
summer monsoon in the above spring drought years was calculated. The results show
that the spring drought years correspond to the later and weaker BOB summer monsoon,
except for the strong monsoon in 1969 and the earlier monsoon in 1979. Therefore, the
anomalous atmospheric circulation associated with the SDY is closely linked with a weaker
BOB summer monsoon.

Previous studies have stated that the El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO), as an
external forcing factor with the most significant interannual variability, is associated with
the onset of the BOB monsoon [79]. However, a consensus on this has not yet been reached.
Some studies have revealed that these anomalous atmospheric circulations are linked to
El Niño events [42,43], while other studies have disputed this [12,44] or argued that they
are forced by La Niña events [45]. By analyzing the evolution characteristics of sea surface
temperature anomalies (SSTAs) from the previous winter to the spring in the above spring
drought years, we find that the SSTAs exhibit disparate patterns in the tropical eastern
Pacific in the previous winter, but all show El Niño-like patterns in spring. Figure 9 shows
the global SSTAs in the previous winter and spring regressed onto the spring precipitation
anomalies in Yunnan. The correlation between spring precipitation anomalies in Yunnan
and the spring SSTAs in the tropical central-eastern Pacific is more significant than that of
the previous winter. This is consistent with the results of Liu et al. [80], who found that
the correlation coefficients between the onset of the BOB monsoon and ENSO are highest
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in April. El Niño will delay the onset of the BOB monsoon by modulating the associated
circulations in South Asia [80], resulting in less precipitation in the spring in Yunnan.
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coefficients that are significant at the 95% level, determined using t-test).

Although temperature shows little influence on the SDY, the extremely high tem-
perature caused by global warming would undoubtedly aggravate the development of
droughts by enhancing PET [81,82]. The IPCC-AR6 report noted that as global warm-
ing increases, more drought and heatwave events are expected to occur globally [1]. In
fact, the concurrence of drought and extreme heat events has increased significantly, such
as the Millennium Australia drought event during 1997–2010 [83], the 2011 drought in
Texas [84], the California drought in 2013–2014 [85], and the 2016–2017 drought in the
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Horn of Africa [65]. In addition, Ma et al. [43] showed that persistent extreme spring heat
played a critical role in the severe 2019 drought in Yunnan. Therefore, it is important to
note that the deteriorative effects of extremely high temperatures on drought will intensify
and compound drought events accompanied by below-normal precipitation, and extremely
hot conditions will increase with the background of global warming. In addition, other
meteorological factors, such as solar radiation and the soil water budget, as well as the
unique landform, agriculture, hydrology, and environmental changes of anthropogenic,
lead to more complex causes of drought in Yunnan [48]. Therefore, the droughts in Yunnan
may experience a more complex evolution in each season, which requires further study.

5. Conclusions

In this study, we focus on the variations, leading impact factors, and physical mecha-
nisms of SDY. By analyzing the variation characteristics of droughts in Yunnan with the
SPEI on multiple time scales, investigating the relative contributions of precipitation and
temperature to the SDY, diagnosing the physical mechanism of the rainfall deficit, and
discussing typical atmospheric circulations and possible external forcing of the SDY, the
conclusions are as follows:

1. From 1961 to 2020, the frequency and intensity of droughts increase significantly
on different time scales. The shorter the timescale is, the higher the frequency and
amplitude of dryness/wetness alternation. The variation characteristics of droughts
in the four seasons are significantly different. There are no obvious trend variations
in spring and winter droughts, in contrast to the significantly increasing trends of
summer and autumn droughts. Compared with other seasons, spring droughts are
characterized by a more remarkable interannual variation with the most frequent
occurrence of moderate and severe drought events.

2. In terms of the long-term trend, SDY is not affected by increasing temperature in the
context of global warming. Precipitation plays a more important role than the temper-
ature in the interannual and interdecadal variations in SDY. Therefore, precipitation
deficiency is the dominant factor for the occurrence of SDY.

3. On the interannual timescale, both the negative vertical and horizontal moisture
advection terms affected by the local descending motion and weak horizontal water
vapor transport are the main physical processes that cause the precipitation deficit in
the spring in Yunnan. As the two most direct impact factors, the locally anomalous
high pressure and restricted water vapor transport are closely linked with the weak
BOB summer monsoon, which is more likely affected by an El Niño-like SSTAs pattern
in spring.
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